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SMASHING
THE WTA
TOUR

The Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) is the
global leader in women’s professional sport
with more than 2500 players representing
nearly 100 nations competing for a record
$146 million in prize money. The 2018 WTA
competitive season includes 54 events and
four Grand Slams in 30 countries. In 2017,
the WTA was watched around the world by
a total TV audience of 500 million – with host
broadcast services provided by NEP UK.

Members of the Perform team visited the facility in
December 2016 to meet with the NEP Group team and
finalise the configurations of the systems. The SI team
pulled out all the stops to deliver the two main flypacks,
named Jupiter and Saturn, on time, with Neptune a third add-on system to allow a second court to be
covered - coming a few weeks later.

Perform, the sports content producer and distributor,
is a partner in WTA Media – a unique collaboration with
the WTA created to centralise media rights and handle
television production and distribution. Perform initially
looked at building its own flypacks and hiring technical
crew to handle host broadcast services, and also
put out a tender for external OB companies to cover
around 2500 live WTA matches per year. Ultimately,
the company decided that working with NEP UK –
with access to their expertise, resources, and talented
staff – would be the best, most cost-effective and
fastest solution.

“We had to start the first event of the tour even before
the final details were signed off,” recalls Danny, “but we
were excited for the challenge and ready to get to work.”

The timeframe from contract award to the first
project was pretty tight. NEP’s Brian Clark and
Donald Begg led NEP Group’s response to Perform’s
requirements, and with NEP UK being busy building
new trucks, Donald called upon the resources of
NEP USA’s System Integration Facility in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania to design a flypack solution that would
be scalable, robust, and – being mindful of shipping
costs – as light as practically possible.
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At the same time Donald worked with Simon Moorhead,
NEP UK Broadcast Services MD, to recruit two
Technical Project Managers (TPM) - Danny Ridler and
Kristoffer Johansson - to manage the tour.

There are 54 events or tournaments in total through the
year, starting in China in January and ending around
the end of October with the BNP Paribas WTA Finals,
which are hosted in Singapore this year. NEP UK covers
around 23-24 tournaments over 10 months. Danny
and Kris manage everything for these events, including
logistics, crew bookings, customs and technical
requirements. “NEP UK excels at matching the right
people to the right job and letting them move forward,
trusting their expertise and experience,” Danny notes.
Another of the NEP Group’s strengths is its international
reach and global pool of resources. With OB trucks,
flypacks and equipment at 85 NEP Group facilities in 24
countries around the globe, Danny and Kris can save
time and money for WTA by using local or near local
resources for most events.

“We are able to use NEP Group OB trucks from local
offices where we can, saving a considerable amount
on freight and hire costs, and we can also call upon
local resources. Because it is all in the NEP Group,
we know it will be the same great service no matter
where we are,” says Danny. “Additionally, the NEP
Group has good buying power and good relationships
with suppliers around the world that results in topof-the-line equipment and fantastic service. The
international nature of the NEP Group helps the tour to
run smoothly – we’re a global company facilitating a
global tournament.”
The tour uses two dedicated flypacks – one in operation
and one travelling to the next event. They have a basic
spec of six Sony HDC-4300 cameras – which are 4k
capable but the current remit is to shoot HD – plus
Grass Valley Kula vision switchers, EVS XT3 servers,
Calrec Brio audio consoles, and an array of ancillary
equipment. Each flypack consists of 55 crates and
weighs about 5 tonnes. Danny and Kris also alternate
events, each leading a team consisting of a sound
guarantee, a vision guarantee and two to three multiskilled staff, depending on the size of the event. NEP’s
solution has the flexibility and scalability to allow for
additional camera operators and other technicians to
be added as required for larger tournaments.
Larger events such as the Singapore finals will require
up to 17 cameras, additional replay machines and more
ISOs and feeds to service the additional broadcasters
that cover the bigger tournaments. NEP UK’s solution
is founded on the flexibility to handle both the smaller
tournaments and the larger tournaments seamlessly,
no matter where they are.
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Broadcast
Equipment
Maintenance
incl. Legacy VTRs

REPAIR, SERVICE & SUPPORT FOR
YOUR PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
Cameras and Camcorders

Specializing in Sony and Canon equipment we will repair, service and align equipment as required.
Often with a fast turnaround due to our stock of commonly needed spares - especially Canon.

SMASHING
THE WTA
TOUR
CONTINUED

“The premier tournaments like Singapore, Doha,
Eastbourne, Birmingham and Montreal generally require
coverage of more than one court,” Danny explains.
“For instance, in Montreal we’ll cover Court 1 like we
normally do with six cameras, plus we’ll have nine or
ten cameras for Centre Court – that’s where we’ll pull in
additional kit and additional camera ops and engineers.
For us, it’s easy. We have the global resources and
talent to accommodate it.”
“This is really a first for us and for Perform, this kit is on
the road for a year so it has to be robust, durable and
need little maintenance,” Danny says. “Obviously, things
do happen, that’s a given for any large project, but NEP
UK has specced the kit well and we work hard to keep
everything in good shape.”
The first year went very smoothly, with a few challenges
that the NEP UK team overcame with confidence.
However, some things are beyond the team’s control,
and NEP UK’s technical experts have to be ready for
anything to ensure the broadcast happens smoothly.

Danny recalls a few ‘interesting’ experiences: “At one
tournament last year the power was terrible and the AC
was dying, and we had to monitor the temperature of
the kit to prevent it from shutting down. Another time a
couple of power supplies went down on a server, so we
stayed late pulling it apart and phoning people to send
new kit, but we got it done. We have a great team that
approaches each challenge positively. The question
is always, ‘how are we going to produce a tennis
tournament even if everything around us dies’ –
and we haven’t missed broadcasting a single point.”
The success of the 2017 tour gave Perform the
confidence in NEP UK that has enabled them to
innovate and consider new ways to cover tennis.
“Perform and NEP UK have a great relationship and
we endeavour to keep that relationship strong and
collaborative. Now that they have seen what we can
do and how reliable our methods are, they are keen
to get more creative, so we are looking at different
cameras and angles, netcams, views above the court –
ways to capture the excitement better,” says Danny.
The partnership between Perform and NEP UK
continues to be highly successful, and as Perform’s
DAZN OTT live and on-demand sports platform
grows, NEP UK is well positioned to deliver additional
international sports coverage.
“There aren’t many other companies out there who
can do what we do,” says Danny. “With the NEP
Group worldwide network behind us we can rely on
NEP’s local support across the globe, and we have an
incredible amount of in-house talent and experience in
delivering top-class sports coverage. We like to say we
offer global scale with local service, and it’s really true.
I’m proud of what we have achieved so far with the WTA
tour, and excited about how we can make it even better
over the coming years.”

performgroup.com
wtatennis.com

Camera/Camcorder lenses

We can perform some cleaning, dust removal and repairs on most lenses.

Microphones and Radio Microphones
We will repair all Microphones and keep many spares in stock - especially Sennheiser.

REMEMBER WE CAN OFTEN COLLECT, REPAIR and
RETURN very quickly sometimes all on the same day!!
We are based in Battersea, less than 1 mile for Chelsea Bridge

Tripods - Legs and Heads

We find that many Production Companies allow Tripods to deteriorate, loose parts and are believed to
be beyond economic repair - we WELCOME the chance to prove you wrong! Including Manfrotto,
Miller, Vinten,Secced and Sachtler.

Lights/Lamps

We will repair.service and Safety Check your lamps and lights, replacing any damaged cables and
performing preventative maintenance where applicable - e.g. Dedo Lamps and their fader units, Arri,
IDX, Kinoflow, Falcon & Vitting, Techpro and SWIT.

Consultant Engineer

Engineering check-up on your intended purchase with written report. Reports for insurance and legal purposes including court case attendance.
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